ELLIPTICAL PELHAM

This bit is made of stainless steel, therefore designed never to rust, bend or break. The pelham has a
central rounded, egg shaped link with an otherwise traditional design. Most horses readily accept this bit
and are more comfortable in their mouths. There is no nutcracker action due to the central link, creating a
continuous feel from one side to the other. Although more severe than a mullenmouth pelham, it is kinder
than the thinner jointed pelham. Ideally used with double reins, the curb rein applies poll pressure to tilt the
angle of the nose in towards the chest. The snaffle rein has a more direct contact with the horse's mouth. It
can also be used with rein connectors and therefore a single rein.
ELLIPTICAL LINK SNAFFLE

This bit is made of stainless steel, therefore designed never to rust, bend or break. This snaffle has loose
rings and a central rounded, egg shaped link. This bit evolved from the French snaffle and as a result has a
very similar action. Most horses readily accept this bit and are more comfortable in their mouths. There is
no nutcracker action due to the central link, creating a continuous feel from one side to the other
DIAMANTE ERGONOMIC BRIDLE

The ergonomic bridle design has become increasingly popular with riders as it ensures that their horses
are more comfortable during work and as a result produce work of a higher standard. The bridle features
special padding in the poll area and the noseband runs over the top of the headpiece to eliminate pressure
on the sensitive poll area of the horse. Finished with a fashionable square diamante pattern on both the
browband and noseband, this bridle is sure to provide horse and rider with hours of riding pleasure. Comes
complete with a set of rubber grip reins

EQUIBETTE PADDED FLASH BRIDLES

This good looking and economically priced bridle features a lined browband and flash noseband. The bridle
also comes with white lining. It comes with 5/8" rubber reins. Suitable for hacking, showjumping and
eventing. Colours: Black / Black lining;Brown / Brown lining;
LACED REINS

These locally manufactured reins have a laced hand part and billet fastenings. The lacing provides extra
grip while still remaining attractive. Suitable for all disciplines but mainly used in dressage and showing.
Colours: Black and Brown.

